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ABSTRACT

Most studies in the pharmaceutical industry have been on aspects o f  marketing like promotion, 

perception and distribution intensity. None o f the above studies focused on the influence of 

marketing mix on doctors, choice o f  prescription drugs, hence there exists a gap that this study 

sought to fill. The objective o f this study was to determine the extent to which the marketing mix 

influences medical doctors* choice o f prescription drugs.

A descriptive survey was chosen because it would quantifiahly characterise the extent to which 

marketing mix variables affect prescription drug decisions The population o f  interest for this 

study consisted o f all registered prescribing medical doctors practising in Nairobi. According to 

the Kenya medical directory o f 2004-2005 Nairobi has a total o f 520 registered prescribing 

medical doctors. A sample o f 100 doctors was used in this study, which wits fairly representative 

o f the doctors* population in Nairobi. Convenience sampling was used to select the sample from 

prescribing doctors practising in Nairobi's low, medium and high income hospitals.

Primary datu was collected using structured questionnaires, which were administered by the 

researcher to the medical doctors using a drop-and-pick later method. The questionnaire was 

divided into sections A and II consisting o f  the doctor’s personal information and marketing mix 

elements which influence a doctor’s choice o f prescription drugs respectively.

Eighty eight doctors out o f  a target o f one hundred responded and all questionnaires returned by 

respondents were usable for data analysis. This represented a response rate o f  88%. Data was 

analysed using frequency distribution, percentages and correlation analysis methods and the 

results presented using tables. It was observed that marketing mix was an important aspect 

regarding influence on the doctor’s choice o f  prescription drags. The findings o f  the study 

showed that the most critical aspect in the choice decision is the product element followed by 

that o f  price. Majority o f the doctors felt that the place element o f the marketing mix had the 

least influence on their choice o f prescription drags. Most doctors also felt that live supportive
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evidence o f the efficacy o f tl»e product and higher patient dosage compliance were very cnicinl 

product aspects to consider while making the prescription choice decision. They also felt that the 

most important aspect o f the price attribute determining their choice is the patients* buying 

power.

The marketing mix elements play a very important role in the prescription choice decision; 

however some elements arc more important than others. The product element is extremely 

important since the doctors need to be certain that the drugs they prescribe to their patients ore 

effective. Even if  the doctor prescribed tlie most effective drug, unless the patient is willing and 

able to purchase the same, the whole treatment process would be an exercise in futility. For the 

patient to fully benefit from the treatment process, the right drug at the correct price must he 

available in the pharmacies which arc approved by insurers as well as in the hospital formularies. 

For the pharmaceutical companies to succeed in selling their prescription drugs, they need to 

understand the extent to which each of the marketing mix elements influence the prescription 

choice decision so that they can adopt strategies which allow them to position their drugs as the 

produeLs o f  choice in the market. The study was conducted in Nairobi and the influence o f the 

marketing mix on Nairobi doctors’ choice o f prescription drugs may differ from fhosc in lire 

rural areas. As a result o f  such differences, the results may not be generalized Future studies 

could he carried out on each element o f the marketing mix to determine l!»c extent to w hich each 

o f them influences the choice decision on its own. Research can also be carried out to determine 

whether there arc other factors which have an influence on the doctors’ choice o f prescription 

drugs nnd their extent o f influence in relation to the marketing mix elements.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

l . l  Background
Businesses today arc being subjected to the pressure o f increasingly competitive national and 

global markets through globalisation and liberalisation of economics, combined with demands 

from investors and consumers for increased productivity, efficiency, innovation and quality of 

products and services. Kotler ( I ‘>80) observes that marketing success depends on developing a 

sound marketing mix adapted to trends ami developments in the marketing environment 11k  

changing, constraining, and uncertain marketing cm ironment vitally affects the company. The 

marketing environment is in continual llux. spinning olT new opportunities and new threats. 

Instead o f  changing slowly and predictably, the environment is capable o f producing major 

surprises and shocks.

The environmental changes have compelled all marketing professionals to l«M>k at different 

aspects o f the marketing mix. inclusive o f  product, price, place and promotion as essential 

elements in building brands. In addition, pressures nrc mounting for businesses to be more 

responsible and accountable to their wider stakeholders; workforce, suppliers, communities, 

governments und general public. These enormous changes nrc taking place in the environment 

continuously and no industry has remained isolated from their impacts. Marketers must therefore 

study the impact o f these marketing mix activities in order to determine their effectiveness from 

the firms’ perspective and infer their implications for consumers and thus shed light on rclutcd 

public policy issues.

Kotler and Amstrong (1999) argue that today’s marketing must be understood not in the old 

sense o f  making a sale but in the sense o f satisfsing consumer needs. They claim that if n 

marketer does a good job o f understanding consumer needs; develops products that provide 

superior value; and prices, distributes and promotes them effectively, then products will sell very 

easily.
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Koiler (1989) argues that as a result of the high cost o f money, many companies arc pursuing 

minor product improvements instead o f gambling on major innovations. Much o f the research is 

defensive rather than olTeasivc.

1.1.1 The marketing mis and buyer choice

The marketing environment has undergone enormous changes in the last decade, posing serious 

challenges to the traditional marketing premise and practices. The role o f marketing in an 

organization is viewed much differently today than it was ut the turn o f the century or even just 

two decades ago (Lazer and William. 1996). Marketing consists o f individual and organizational 

activities aimed at facilitating and expediting exchanges within a set o f dynamic environmental 

force* (Ferrell and Pride. 1996) Successful marketing is customer driven: it addresses customer 

needs and desires

Marketing as it is practiced today was introduced around (he I960, and the concept o f the 

marketing mix and four P’s o f marketing- Product. Price. Place and Promotion began to appear 

in marketing literature (Roller. 1989). Marketing mix is the combination o f  controllable 

marketing variables that a firm uses to pursue the desired level o f sales in the target market 

(Churchill. 1995). Marketing strategics consists o f selecting a target market and developing a 

marketing mix to satisfy that market’s  needs.

A firm can achieve marketing success by developing a consistent, integrated marketing mix that 

satisfies the needs o f the target market better than competitors. Marketing is largely concerned 

with identifying market opportunities and responding to them by developing and executing 

effective marketing strategies. The practice o f successful marketing requires constant assessment 

o f the marketing environment to identify opportunities and to determine the best way to 

capitalize on them (William cl al, 1995). The only difficult is that the marketing environment is 

complex, turbulent and uncertain Companies that operate in one or more foreign markets must 

decide how much, if at all. to adapt their marketing mix to local comlitioas (Roller, 2000) The 

environmental changes compelled all marketing professionals to look at different aspects o f the 

marketing mix, inclusive o f pricing, promotion, media mix. distribution, redistribution, 

advertising, public relations ami group selling processes as essential elements in building brands.
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The marketing professionals shilled ihcir emphasis lo prescription demand, volume (revenues), 

costs and profitability- The use o f traditional economic analysis to maximize profit by locating 

the point at which marginal cost equals marginal revenue was replaced with marketing mix

strategies.

Organizations understood that it was their responsibility to focus their efforts on delivering 

superior value to their customers in the competitive environment. All o f them tried to provide 

value added benefits through continuous working on quality, research and development, captive 

bulk manufacturing, marketing capabilities and competitive prices to consumers through newer 

and better methods. Internal integrations of all facets o f  business together with the view of 

marketing as a basic business philosophy have changed the role o f marketing inside the 

organisation. Marketing has now become an integral part of business.

1.1.2 T he P h arm aceu tica l in d u stry  in Kenya

The pharmaceutical industry comprises of multinational companies (research based), generic 

manufacturers, drug importers, distributors, wholesalers, retailers and consumers. The 

pharmaceutical industry in Kenya has undergone tremendous growth in the last ten years; this 

has Ixxn largely due to the growing demand for better health care, the increasing need for better 

disease management and the ever increasing population (Naikuni, 2001). The provision of free 

health care, which was possible in the early days o f post independence Kenya, has been hardly 

attainable. The ever-increasing demand placed on this industry has led to an increase in the 

number o f products and firms in the local pharmaceutical industry.

Globally in the pharmaceutical industry, technology has altered substantially in the last 20 years. 

Fim (2000), observes that once, pharmaceutical companies could invent a miracle cure, patent it 

and look forward to 10 or 15 years o f monopoly. Allcr that, cheap generic copies would destroy 

the market almost overnight, hut then the considerable profits would have been ploughed back 

into developing the next big drug. Advances in biology today mean that competitors can quickly 

find alternative ways to attack the same disease well before the patent has expired.
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Champion (2001) observes that a new scientific or technological breakthrough can quickly 

transform an industry’s competitive landscape. Hie pharmaceutical industry exhibits all the 

symptoms o f  this kind o f strategic dislocation. Millions o f  dollars o f investment capital have 

poured into the industry, resulting in the creation o f a host o f high-tech start-ups. At the same 

time the big drug companies, with their deep pockets have begun acquiring and forming 

partnerships with abandon, hoping to ride out the storm with their leadership positions intact. In 

'’001 Glaxo Wellcome merged with SmithKIinc Becchnm to become the world's second largest 

drug company while in 2003 Pfizer acquired Pharmacia and I Upjohn to consolidate its leadership 

position in the drug market while lately Sanofi synthclaho acquired Aventis to become the 

world’s third largest pharmaceutical company (Gilobu. 2004).

Just like in the other parts of the world, tlie Pharmaceutical industry in Kenya exhibits some 

uniqueness. This is depicted by the regulation o f  the marketing o f the pharmaceutical products. 

The industry in Kenya is specifically regulated in accordance with Cap 241 (Phnrmacy and 

Poisons Act 1080) laws o f Kenya. This law' regulates the importation, manufacture, marketing, 

stocking and distribution o f pharmaceutical products in Kenya. The law also requires that 

advertising o f prescription drugs can only be on printed professional journals. Hie Pharmacy 

and Poisons Board must register all plovers in the industry who include pharmacists, 

pharmaceuticals technologists and medical sales representatives. Hie growth o f  lire industry has 

also experienced intense competition, which has led to closure o f scientific marketing offices by 

some multinational companies like l:li Lilly and Novo Nordisk, preferring to market tltcir 

products through the distributors like Phillips Pharmaceuticals and llowsc and McGcorgc.

According to Kimani (2003) the pharmaceutical industry in Kenya sells three categories of 

drugs; over the counter dnigs, ns the name suggests these drugs arc puahnsed over the counters 

o f pharmacies, shops, supermarkets and even kiosks. These arc mainly for minor day to day 

ailments like headaches, stomach upsets, colds and flu. Pharmacy assisted medicines, these drugs 

arc only availuhlc at pharmacy outlets, and however a patient d«>cs not require a doctor’s 

prv-criptinn ,0 purchase them, since the pharmacist’s guidance is adequate. Prescription only 

medicines, these arc medicines available only at pharmacies and chemists upon presentation o f a 

duly signed prescription form, from a registered medical practitioner. Ihcse usually treat more
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complicated indications and care should be exercised while consuming the same, litis 

necessitates the doctor's advice on their use.

Ihi-. study will mainly emphasize on the prescription only medicines, where all marketing 

activities arc directed mainly to the doctor. The basic marketing concepts that relate to the 

pharmaceutical industry arc similar to those of other industries. However, the pharmaceutical 

industry has its own peculiarities and thus requires a modified marketing approach. Naikuni 

(2001) observes that in the industry, promotional activities include detailing to doctors, 

sponsorship o f and to symposia, seminars, continuous medical education and product sampling. 

However for the new evolving market place and for the new century, this requires a new way of 

thinking about how promotion should be implemented and carried out. Smarta ( I W )  observes 

that till recently, the transaction or call between ihc doctor and die medical sales representative 

was considered to be the focus o f  Pharmaceutical marketing. It was essential to identify. 

Stimulate, facilitate and add value to each call to market pharmaceutical products. In recent 

times, there has been a shift from the focus on calls to one on relationships. Doctors, pharmacies 

and hospitals need to make long term commitments to maintain brand relationships, as marketing 

o f brands provides updated quality, service and innovation.

Oonul (2001) observes that the health care industry in general and the prescription drug industry 

in particular employ an unusual combination of marketing effort, namely personal selling and 

free samples. Health care is largely viewed as a social good; hence marketing expenditures may 

be viewed as wasteful or excessive unless the marketing activity benefits the consumers. Intense 

personal detailing to doctors by prescription drug manufacturers is a time-honoured practice; it 

has a fundamental impact o f decreasing a doctor’s price sensitivity. It is therefore useful to bring 

insights into the mechanisms driving product choice in the prescription drug market and to study 

these mechanisms’ effects on price sensitivity.

Ihc marketing strategies employed in the pharmaceutical industry sharply contrast with those 

typically adopted in other markets. In the prescription drug market there is a distinct breach in 

the traditional buying decision process. Ihc decision maker is the doctor, who chooses among 

on array o f drug alternatives, but it is the patient who takes the drug and ends up paying either
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out o f pocket or through health insurance coverage for the choices made by the doctor. The role 

o f  the doctor as the customer comes out quite clearly. In the marketing o f prescription drugs 

there is an important distinction from the traditional marketing practices. The involvement of 

doctors as key decision makers is the reason why they are the focus of most promotional efforts 

o f pharmaceutical companies. From lire drug manufactures point of view, doctors arc the 

customers, and they have strong incentives to keep their patients satisfied with the provided 

medical service (Smarta 1994).

1.2 Statem ent of the problem
The pharmaceutical industry plays a significant role in the Kenyan economy. It is only a healthy 

population that can be able to fully participate in development activities o f any nation. 'Ihc 

industry also employs a huge number o f people and indirectly supports millions o f others. The 

configuration of competitive forces such as intensity o f competition, new entrants, substitute 

products, suppliers and buyers have transformed the environment a great deal creating tlie need 

for firms to change their competitive positions (Onguho, 2003). Gonul (2001) notes that doctors 

may be viewed more favourably by their patients if they demonstrate additional responsiveness 

and empathy by considering the patients financial situation and the specifics o f their health 

insurance plan when choosing an>ong drugs of similar efficiency for a patient's medical 

condition Often the recourse o f  patients who doubt the judgement of their healthcare providers 

is to seek another opinion. Even though switching doctors on ll»c basis o f an unsatisfactory 

experience related to drug costs is unlikely, potential loss o f patients* patronage could he 

reasonable concern to doctors regardless o f its causes.

Marketing activities should he directed to the doctor since he can infer n patient's willingness 

and ability to pay a higher price from cither the type o f insurance held or other cues revealed 

during the discussion with the patient. However the doctor’s utility functions might not always 

match those o f their patients because o f constraints imposed by health management 

orgnnisa!ions’ formularies or the increasing involvement o f patients that has been enhanced by 

direct-to-consumcr advertising o f prescription drugs. Those extra pressures on doctors from, 

health management organisations, patients ami manufacturers' medical sales representatives 

ercute a challenging environment in which the prescription decision is made. Physicians being
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in term ediaries in the buying decision process o f prescription drugs arc niton placed in a situation 

o f uncertainty as to which drug is the best for each particular patient's case. Considering the 

broad substitutability among many drugs on the market and the similar claims their 

manufacturers make, the prescriptions choice decision often critical is increasingly harder to

make.

This is where the marketing mix elements come into play as the pharmaceutical marketers must 

convince the doctor that they have a superior product, offering higher benefits than competition. 

The price concept can be used to prove that it is the right product by using premium pricing for 

the expensive products as a signal o f quality. The pharmaceutical marketers can assure the 

doctor that the product is available at the right places like hospital and IIMO formularies or 

lending drug outlets and they must also be able to use the promotion concept o f the mix to pass 

the message or information about the drug to the doctor in order to convince him to prescribe 

their drug as opposed to competition. Naikuni (2001) observes that doctors arc bombarded by 

many brand names and they arc expected therefore to switch from one brand to another 

depending on which marketer has the best marketing mix elements combination at a given time. 

Pharmaceutical firms therefore need to design their marketing mixes with doctors in mind if they 

have to operate successfully. They need to understand how their marketing mixes influence the 

doctors’ choice o f prescription drugs.

Studies have been conducted in the pharmaceutical industry; Naikuni (2001); Kimnni (2003); 

Gitobu (2004) conducted studies on promotion, key opinion leader and distribution intensity 

respectively. Apungu (2003) carried out a survey o f marketing factors that influence customer 

choice of petrol stations in Nairobi while Ongubo (2003) looked at the determinants o f brand 

loyalty for prescription brand medicine. Most studies in the pharmaceutical industry have been 

on aspects o f  marketing like promotion, none o f the above studies focused on the influence of 

marketing mix on doctors’ choice o f  prescription drugs, lienee there exists a gap that the 

proposed research seeks to fill by seeking answers to the following research question: To what 

extent docs the marketing mix influence medical doctors’ choice o f prescription drugs?
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Objective of Ihc study
11>c objective o f this study was lo determine the extent to which the marketing mix influences 

medical doctors* choice o f prescription drugs.

t 4 Im p o r ta n c e  o f  th e  s tu d y
When the study is successfully completed, there may he several beneficiaries who include;

(j) pharmaceutical companies may have a better understanding and insight into the extent lo 

which marketing mix influence doctors* prescription patterns.

(ii) Pharmaceutical marketers can also benefit by identifying the most critical aspects o f the 

marketing mix that influence doctors* prescription patterns.

(iii) Academicians who may be interested in pursuing further research in the marketing mix 

elements with specific reference to the pharmaceutical industry.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.| The m arketing mi*
Marketing enables citizens o f any given country to consume products and services that they 

would not otherwise consume. It raises a people's standard o f  living and creates employment 

(Ribera and Waruingi, 1998). Marketers arc skilled in stimulating demand for u company's 

products. They seek to influence the level, timing and composition o f  demand to meet the 

organisation's objectives (Roller. 1999).

According to Smarta (1994) the concept o f pharmaceutical marketing has gone through a process 

o f evolution, subtle changes in the marketing concept and practice have fundamentally reshaped 

pharmaceutical marketing, earlier it was seen as a set o f social and economic processes in the 

form o f licensing, franchising, trading and selling. Champion (2001) observes that an industry in 

flux creates vast opportunities, but to seize them, you hove to understand how the current 

upheavals will create different sources of value and then reinvent your company to capitalize on 

them.

Marketers use numerous tools to elicit desired responses from their target markets: these tools 

constitute a marketing mix, which a firm uses to pursue its marketing objectives in the target 

market. Marketing mix decisions must be made for influencing the trade channels as well as the 

final coasumcn. From a buyer’s point o f  view, each marketing tool is designed to deliver a 

customer benefit, customer's four C’s; customer solution, customer cost, convenience, 

communication.

Winning companies will be those who can meet customer needs economically and conveniently 

and with effective communication (Roller. 1999). Ribera and Waruingi (1998). observe tliat 

although marketers can manipulate these variables, the way they ‘mix’ them will determine the 

effectiveness o f their marketing programmes. According to Churchill (1995) marketing mix is 

the mix o f controllable marketing variables that the firm uses to pursue the desired level of sales 

in the target market. The marketing mix consists o f  four elements (4P*s) product, pricing.
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pincm cnl. (channels o f distribution) and promotion (communication). William el a l (1995) 

define marketing mix as the overall marketing offer t» appeal to the target market consisting o f 

decisions in four basic areas: product, pricing, communication and distribution

Baker (1992) observes that in common with many other professions, the practice of marketing is 

often made complex and difficult due to the sheer o f diversity o f  the problems with which it is 

confronted. To a large extent this diversity is due to the fact that the principal actors in exchange 

processes arc people or organisations comprised o f  people, and so exhibit the dynamic and 

interactive behaviour associated with human beings. In marketing, one conceptual framework 

which is particularly useful in helping practitioners structure their thinking about marketing 

problems is that o f the so-called "marketing mix'*.

To device a product or service which will he seen as different in the eyes o f  prospective 

consumers, to the point where they will prefer it to all competing substitutes, is obviously the 

ultimate object live o f the marketer. The pharmaceutical firms also apply this marketing concept 

and market their products to the end users. This process involves communicating the functional 

features and benefits o f their ethical brands (Naikuni. 2001). In devising this unique selling 

proposition or bundle o f benefits, the marketer can use the 4 'P Y  o f marketing which he can 

combine in an almost infinite number o f ways to achieve different end results.

According to Kimoni (2003). product, price, promotion and distribution arc factors that within 

limits nrc capable o f  being influenced or controlled. The pharmaceutical industry in Kenya is 

faced with changing business environment, viz, inflation, low-purchasing power, competition 

etc. Players in the industry need to leverage their businesses using the elements o f  the marketing 

mix. Raker (1992) expluins that marketing strategy can he viewed as reflecting a marketing mix 

of these four elements, product, place, price and promotion. Every market has its “own" logic 

whereby excellence on an element o f the mix. is often a necessary condition for success. 

Knowing the key factor in die marketing mix is crucial in drawing up a marketing strategy since 

it menns knowing what to emphasize. This actually explains the importance o f  this study to the 

pharmaceutical players operating in Kenya. There is a wide diversity among marketers on what 

elements compose the marketing mix (Baker. 1992).
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Minimi (2003) observes that pharmaceutical marketer: in Kenya need to identify the best mix of 

marketing components since it is clear that there is no widely accepted list that can be used In 

these marketers. Pharmaceutical marketers, just like other marketers need to appreciate that 

Iherc is no single or definitive statement o f  the mix elements and the practitioner must select the 

elements which arc most important to the product market situation with which he is concerned

1 2  Product
Stanton ct ul (1994) argues that a product is a set o f  attributes assembled in an identifiable form; 

each product is identified by a commonly understood descriptive (or generic) name. However 

consumers arc not really buying a  set o f  attributes, but rather benefit* that satisfy their needs. 

Fach brand must be treated as u separate product such that Kodak colour film and Fuji colour 

film arc different products just like Squibb’s aspirin and Moyer’s aspirin are separate products. 

Any change in a feature (design, colour, si/c, packaging), however minor, creates another 

product Fach such change provides the seller with an opportunity to use a new set o f appeals to 

reach what essentially may be a new market. Pain relievers (Tylenol. Anacin) in capsule form 

arc a different product from the same brand in tablet form even though the chemical contents o f 

the tablet and the capsule are identical. Seemingly minor product changes can he the key to 

success (or failure) in international markets.

Since consumers buy want satisfaction in die form o f  the benefits they expect to receive from the 

product, to design effective marketing programmes, organisations need to know what kinds of 

products they arc offering consumers. Tl»c idea o f 'product* as potential customer satisfaction or 

benefits is very important. Baker (1992) argues that the basic point about any product is that it is 

a bundle o f  attributes. Producers wrongly assume that small differentiating features will be 

perceived when they won't, with the result that greater emphasis is given to creating subjective 

differences between competitive products through service and promotional efforts. Most o f the 

pharmaceutical products in the Kenyan market are designed and developed elsewhere then 

brought here However the marketers in Kenya are involved in designing strategics needed to 

change existing products, add new ones, branding and packaging (Ronoh 2002). Vinayak (2001) 

explains that the product has always remained the key component o f marketing mix. The 

demand con be influenced by making the product appropriate, attractive and easily available to
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consumers. Designers have been adding value to pharmaceuticals for years. Knhiru 

(”*004) argues that based on perception rather than reality, value is a Irade-ofTbetween price that 

is the customer’s investment and benefits that is what the customer gets. Customers will only 

buv your product i f  they determine that it’s perceived value exceed the price they have to pay for 

it In the marketing o f  prescription drugs there is an important distinction from the traditional 

marketing practices, reason being that the involvement o f doctors as key decision makers makes 

them focus o f most promotional efforts o f pharmaceutical companies (Naikuni ? 0 0 |).

Gonul (2001) observes that in addition to detailing, doctors arc often supplied with substantial 

amounts o f free products for direct assessment on the effectiveness o f a drug, which they can 

dispense to patients at no cost. Research based pharmaceutical companies will mainly give free 

samples to doctors only when introducing a drug into the market for the first lime. Ihc concept 

of free samples has been misused by some pharmaceutical companies especially generic 

manufacturers from India and China who have resulted into ’blocking' competitors from the 

doctors memory list by way o f heavily sampling a doctor with a given brand o f  a drug such that 

it becomes impossible for the doctor to recall any other brand when prescribing to his patients 

(Misumi. 2003). This is a concept that has become very common in the Kenyan Pharmaceutical 

industry today. This has been worsened by registration o f ton many brand names o f a particular 

drug by the Pharmacy and Poisons Board (Kenya drug index. 2004). However, both research 

based pharmaceutical companies and generic manufacturers concur that dispensing samples in 

the health care industry- is different from doing so in non-pharmaceuticnl markets !>ccausc drug 

samples nrc often accompanied by detailing and accepting them might imply some commitment 

to prescribe the product in the future (Gonul. 2001). Samples can be the only visible reminder of 

the product after the medical sales representative has left the doctor's office. Samples can have a 

more lasting influence on the doctor because they add tangibility to the sales presentation.

Niedrich an<l Swain (2001) argue that a market pioneer is generally thought o f  as the first 

company to sell a brand in a new product category. This is very true in the Kenyan 

pharmaceutical industry where it is observed that the first brand o f  a particular drug to be sold in 

the country is normally viewed by a majority o f doctors as the 'original* drug (Naikuni. 2001). 

Ihis has however created confusion in situations where the research brand is not patented in
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Kcny« anti due to some reason a generic product manages to get registration documents earlier 

juh! is also launched in the Kenyan market before the research brand. This creates a lot of 

confusion as well as on uphill task for the research company to later on launch their product and 

convinec doctors that they arc selling the original product. However, while it is commonly 

believed that market pioneers enjoy a competitive advantage relative to later entrants, conflicting 

findings io field studies have motivated a debate about the existence o f  this pioneering advantage 

(Niedrieh and Swain. 2001). In the pharmaceutical industry in Kenya, doctors’ associate 

superior product attributes with the pioneering brand, and companies frequently attempt to 

communicate pioneer status to consumers using a variety o f  wordings. This has always 

compelled the players in the industry to always he in a rush to get registration for their products 

faster than competition so os to gain the pioneer status.

Smarta (1904) observes that the high level of competition has forced the drug manufacturers to 

substantially alter their technology so as to remain afloat. Companies have changed the quality 

of many hulk drugs; others have practiced ‘backward integration' and used hulk drugs for 

captive consumption as well as selling to others. Some innovations include the development of 

timed-release drugs, sustained release technology, trnnsdcnnal technology. Intravenous 

manufacturing technology went through enormous changes from glass bottles to polypropylene 

bottles. Similarly, technology for Kittling, liquid manufacturing, capsules manufacturing and 

packaging lias been tremendously improved, and today ‘blister * packs arc common place. All 

these are efforts by pharmaceutical manufacturers to oficr a more competitive product to the 

doctor's eye.

Naikuni (2001) notes that increased competition and faster diffusion have resulted in the 

shortening o f product life cycles. Because o f enormous costs and risks involved, new product 

launches are infrequent and are more thoroughly planned. He further observes that product 

development is a key marketing function. It includes planning and developing the right goods to 

be marketed He also observes Out in the pharmaceutical industry in Kenya, especially among 

0»c multinational companies, there is very little they undertake locally, since most o f  the product 

developments are done in their mother countries where they have their research centres, 

feedback is however forwarded to their headquarters and thus however small tl»c role, they still
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eie involved in the design and development o f new product or improvements o f existing 

products.

Marketers are also involved in designing strategies needed to change existing products, add news 

ones branding or packing. Ronoh (2002) explains that in the pharmaceutical industry, 

manipulating the product features such as formulation can offer great competitive advantage. 

According to Naikuni (2001). new products arc important for the long-term survival o f  the 

pharmaceutical firms. It is quite evident that tlie successful firms currently arc those who have 

had new products in the last two decades, ami also having others in the pipeline. Branding is 

also becoming quite important whereby line extension or product improvements nrc being done 

on some brands and therefore increase their lifespan. These product developments influence 

doctors' decision. Naikuni (2001) explains that these new improvements or line extension urc 

carried out with extreme caution as any product failure may damage n linn 's reputation, image as 

well as their long-term business objectives and plans, lie further explains dial in the 

pharmaceutical industry, products fail in the market due to various factors: tire prices are too high 

as compared to existing alternatives, the side effects profile associated with a given drug arc 

more than its substitutes, less marketing effort, little or no improvements to current therapies, 

entry of newer more potent therapies. A firm thus, must critically look at the industry and 

develop products that arc going to be a success. For their continued survival pharmaceutical 

companies have to come up with newer innovative products.

2 J  Price
Price is the amount o f  money and/or other items with utility needed to acquire a product. As an 

allocator of resources price determines what will be prod uc it I nnd who will get the goods and 

services produced (Stanton, el at. 1994). Price affects a firm 's competitive position and its 

market share hence has a considerable bearing on a company's revenues and net profits. Kubiru 

(2004) argues that price is a perception o f value which is never constant. Hie challenge 

therefore is to always position your product with tlie value going up i.c. either lower your price, 

increase your benefits or increase your benefits more than you increase your price. In the 

Pharmaceutical industry, the doctor, who is the consumer, can infer a patient’s willingness and 

ability to pay a higher price from either the type o f  insurance held or other cues revealed during
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!)* discussion with the patient (Gonul. 2001). Patients’ potential difTiculty in making price 

comparisons with other drugs after a prescription is written and filled could dampen the price 

sensitiv ity  exhibited by a doctor who wants to demonstrate goodwill to tin* patient. It might 

o f t c i i  h- sufficient to make the patients believe that their price concerns have been addressed in 

the bcsl possible way given their condition, which thus becomes u credence issue (Smortn. 1994). 

Consumer ndvocates often criticize pharmaceutical firms for what they consider excessive and 

wasteful expenditure in detuiling and promotion. I1»csc expenses, the critics argue, 

unnecessarily raise the prices o f prescription drugs.

According to Misumi (2003). different pharmaceutical companies employ various strategics 

while pricing their drugs New entrants into the industry often price their drugs low to penetrate 

Ihc market and gain customers. Naikuni (2001) observes that when research based compunics 

acquire registration o f  a new drug in Kenya, they price it high to gain maximum amount o f  profit 

per unit in the shortest time possible before the generics flood the market because o f the weak 

patency protection, in the industry. Generic manufacturers quite often price their products 

deliberately low' so as to crush their competitors or push them out o f the market. Some 

companies will set a price that is seen by doctors as honest and reasonable hoping to gain 

mileage from this. Like in any other industry, companies Imping to remain competitive and be 

considered for any proposal will always set market-determined prices. Companies that set their 

prices for maximum profit and maximum sales must ensure that they have the ability to 

differentiate their products so as to reduce the price sensitivity o f the consumers.

Gonul (2001) observes that intense personal detailing to doctors by prescription drug marketers 

is a time-honoured practice. Drawing a natural parallel between detailing drugs and advertising 

consumer go<*ds. it can be argued that detailing similur to advertising is lx>th n market power tool 

and an information source. Personal detailing by marketers o f prescription drugs has a decreasing 

impact on the doctor’s price sensitivity (Smnrln 1994). It is useful to glean insights into the 

mechanisms driving product choice in the prescription drug market and to study these 

mechanisms’ effects on price sensitivity. Gonul (2001) observes that d«>ctors have strong 

incentives to keep their patients satisfied with the provided medical service. He further explains 

that doctors can infer a patient’s willingness and ability to pay a higher price from either the type
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o f  insurance held or other cues revealed during the discussion v\ ith the patient. Accommodating 

pnUcnts* price sensitivity while accounting for their medical conditions along with giving tree 

samples to some needy patients may he considered a tangible indication o f care and involvement 

ihat can further enhance the relationship between the doctor and patients (Smarta 1994). 

However doctors might regard a higher price as a signal o f quality, n price premium justified by 

the higher efficacy o f the drug, and therefore prescribes the more expensive drug when drug 

efficacy is o f  prime consideration.

Kotler (1997) observes that multinationals face several specific pricing problems when selling 

abroad. This is the same ease observed with multinational pharmaceutical companies operating 

in Kenya. They must deal with price escalation, transfer prices, dumping charges, and gray 

markets (Naikuni. 2001). IMumnaccutical firms operating in Kenya have also to contend with 

parallel importations o f  their own brands that come w ith far much lower prices, making it almost 

impossible for them to olT load their .stocks into the market (Kimani. 2001). Good examples of 

worst hit companies here is Pfizer with their male potency enhancer Viagra and Lli Lilly with 

their male potency enhancer C'iulis. These two companies have tried all means including 

changing shape o f the tablet, engraving letters on the tablets, using watermarks on the package as 

well as highlighting all these features in the media but every time they make a change on their 

locally sold brand, the parallel importers take less than two weeks to again bring the brand with 

the exact new features. This brings the issue o f concern on the safety and efficiency o f  these 

parallel imports.

Vinayak (2001) observes dint although non-price factors have become relatively more important 

in buyer choice behaviour in recent decades, in developing nations, for majority o f the people 

especially with commodity type o f products, price has remained the major determinant o f buyer 

choice. Stanton (1994) argues that every marketing activity including pricing should be directed 

towards a goal. The management should decide on its pricing objective before determining the 

price itself. To be useful, the pricing objective that management selects must be compatible with 

the overall goals set by the company and the goals for its marketing program.

Ferrell A  Pride (1996) argue that price is intertwined with all the marketing mix variables yet it 

ls ° ne ° f  the most convenient variables to change. The manipulation o f price permits a marketer
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to adjust the marketing strategy to current demand and supply situations. Price often is used 

symbolically to emphasise quality or it can be used to attain a deserved profit level, 

pharmaceutical companies price their products with llic aim o f recouping their research and 

development expenses within the period the drug is still under patent (Naikuni. 2001). It is 

therefore one o f the most important components o f the marketing mix.

Ronoh (2002) argues that in the pharmaceutical industry, pricing is o very sensitive issue. When 

a company comes up with an innovative product and successfully patents, they price it in such a 

win that they will be able to recoup their investment in research and development in the period 

that the patent runs. In the pharmaceutical industry, especially in generic products market, there 

I* little differentiation in the products with the same chemical composition ( Vinayak, 2001). lie 

also explains that traditionally, Kenyan pharmaceutical products have remained high priced but 

with the increasing competition from low cost sources like India and China, the prices have 

become the most vibrant tool o f competitive strategy. Owing to the state of the Kenyan 

economy ami large number o f competitive brands in the market, pricing is the main strategy for 

gaining market share.

Ongubo (2003) observes that large volume buyers such as health management organizations 

(HMOsk Kenya Medical Supplies Agency (KF.MSA). which purchases on behalf o f live Ministry 

of Health and non governmental organisations such as Mission for I ssential Drugs (MFDs). 

have made pharmaceutical companies review their pricing strategics such as; selective market 

pricing, discounts and credit terms. The changing nature o f competition and the economic 

hardship currently facing Kenya is forcing most drug firms to use pricing as a strategy to gaining 

market share (Vinayak. 2001).

2-4 Place
Distributor’s role within a marketing mix is getting the product to its target market (Stanton ct ul 

l*W4) Die most important activity in getting a pivnlnct to market is arranging for its sale from 

producer to final customer. Other common activities are promoting the pn>duct. storing it. and 

burn ing  some o f  the financial risk during the distribution process A distribution channel 

consists of the set of people and firms involved in the transfer of title to a product as the product
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moves from ihe producer to ultimate consumer or business user. A channel o f  distribution 

always includes both the producer and the final customer for the product in its present form as 

well as a” .' middlemen such as retailers and wholesalers. The channel for a product extends only 

in the last person or organization that buys it without making any significant change in its form. 

Stanton ct al (! ). observes that a company wants a distribution channel that not only meets

customers* needs but nlso provides an edge on competition.

Distribution channels in the Kenyan pharmaceutical industry are uniquely narrow. Muiva <2001) 

reported having an effective distribution network was considered most important to compete 

effectively in the local pharmaceutical industry, followed by a skilled marketing team and an 

effective product mix. The presence o f  u good distribution network enables products to penetrate 

widely into the market. This is due to the nature o f marketing activities o f prescription drug 

marketers. These companies regard the doctor as their customer since he is the one who makes 

the choice on behalf o f  the patient (Gonu. 2001). Iliis means that the prescription drugs must be 

distributed in a way such that they will be available at places where the d«*ctors need them.

According to Kotlcr (1907). many multinationals think their job is done once the product leaves 

their factory. He argues that they sliould pay more attention to how the product moves within the 

foreign country. Similarly, pharmaceutical firms operating in Kenya should take a whole 

channel view o f  the problem o f distributing their products to the final users. Ferrell and Pride 

(19%) observe that distribution is one o f the less flexible variables in the marketing mix. This is 

because decisions about distribution often result in long-term commitments to intermediaries or 

in commitments o f resources to company owned vertically integrated systems. Stanton cl ul 

(1994) expluins that place or distribution is one o f the important marketing mix components that 

marketers use to select and manage the trade channels through which products will reach die 

right market at the right time. Rosenbloom (1990) observes that when the target market places a 

high level o f emphasis on how n product is sold, how timely anti conveniently it is made 

available and where it is sold, distribution becomes the leading variable in the marketing mix.

In Kenya, the channels o f distributing ethical products arc narrow. The Pharmacy and Poisons 

Act (cap 244) clearly defines where these products should he dispensed These premises should
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be registered with the hoard through a qualified pharmacist and permitted to physically handle 

the drugs, l-thicnl products can only he dispensed through licensed pharmacies or clinics. 

Vioayak (2001) observes that with increasing competition and product multiplicity, to make the 

product available in the pharmacies is an important hut difficult task for any marketer. This is 

further complicated by the fact that pharmacies arc hesitant to slock new drugs in their shelves 

for fear o f becoming dead stock; while doctors want their patients to get a drug immediately it is 

prescribed without delay.

Fig 1.1: Distribution Chain in the Pharmaceutical Industry

Source: Raja B. Smarta (1994) Strategic pharmaceutical marketing. Page 114.

2.5 Promotion
It is through promotional activities that a firm communicates directly with potential customers. 

Stanton cl a l (1994), observes that promotion is the element in an organization's marketing mix 

that serv es to inform, persuade and remind the market o f a product and the organisation selling it. 

in hopes o f  influencing the recipients* feelings, beliefs or behaviour. The five forms of 

promotion include personal selling, advertising, sales promotion, public relations and publicity. 

The pharmaceutical industry in Kenya, mainly use personal selling and sales promotion in their 

mfltketing activities to doctors and pharmacies respectively (Misumi, 2003).

According to Stanton el a! (1904) personal selling is the direct presentation o f a product to a 

Prospective customer by a representative o f the organization selling it. In the pharmaceutical
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industry these marketers arc known as medical sales representatives or pharmaceutical 

representatives, while the presentation to the doctor is known as detailing and the process is a 

•call* (Gonul. 2001).

Sales promotion is demand-stimulating activity designed to supplement advertising and facilitate 

personal selling. To he effective, promotional activities must also he coordinated with product 

planning, pricing and distribution, the other marketing mix elements. An effective promotional 

mix is a critical part o f virtually all-marketing strategics. When deciding on the promotional 

mix. management should consider the nature o f  the market including the type o f customer, the 

prospects readiness to buy. and the geographic scope of the market. I be  nature o f  lltc product 

including unit value, the degree o f customisation required and the amount o f preside and post- 

sale service. Ibe stage o f the product life cycle and the fund-* available for promotion (Stanton el 

al 1904).

Fim (2000) observes that as competition becomes more intense, consultancies such as 

PriccW'atcrhousc Coppers are teaching pharmaceutical companies to build relationships with 

doctors. Among other things, that means strong branding and making the drug look twice as 

good as an equally good rival. Gonul (2001) observes that there is a trade-off between the 

benefits acquired through lime spent with pharmaceutical sales representatives and the 

opportunity cost o f that time, which can be spent otherw ise. Information about new drugs and 

their applications and side cITccls is largely available from other sources; doctors huve access to 

medical symposia and conferences, research articles and medical journals. Iliere is also 

anecdotal evidence that inertia and loyalty to specific drugs piny some role in the choice o f a 

drug prescribed by a doctor.

Fim (2000) observes that Pharmaceutical marketers expect doctors to benefit from spending lime 

with medical sales representatives because the information they receive ultimately leads to 

higher patient recovery rates, that speak well of the doctor’s competence and expertise. Due to 

the nature o f their work, majority o f  doctors do not have time to attend medical symposia and 

K^d journals so their only source of new information could be the pharmaceutical sales 

rn>rescntativcs (Ongubo, 2001). The prescription trends o f  doctors who do not have time for
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diog marketers indicate that they take too long to use new medication while on the other linnd 

continue prescribing outdated and sometimes drugs which have already been withdrawn 

from the market. Pharmaceutical sales representatives offer information on generic and current 

modes o f therapy, the appropriate drug usage, indications, contraindications and side effects 

(Fim. 2000).

When used as a persuasive tool, promotion affects the doctor by focusing on the differentiating 

features and attributes o f the product and thus reduces price sensitivity (Oonul. 2001). It is clear 

that doctors retrieve drug alternatives from memory before writing a prescription, this makes it 

even more important for pharmaceutical sales representative to engage in reminder promotion; 

which requires them to ‘call’ on the doctors regularly (Smarts. 1004). He further observes that 

most of them will make a presentation o f the drug to tin: doctor once or twice every month. With 

more drugs for treating similur indication coming into the market, we have seen the frequency o f 

calls increase across the board. In the prescription drug industry, doctors receive visits from the 

representatives o f  competing pharmaceutical companies, it is expected that the persuasive aspect 

of the pharmaceutical sales representative will be mitigated by physicians' increased awareness 

of competitors prices (Oonul. 2001). He also notes that the persuasiveness o f detailing and 

sampling activity will he cancelled out across the visits o f different sales representatives, making 

the increased awareness o f drug features and availability the only remaining effect to influence 

doctors.

Ndiho (2001) observes that the emergence o f managed care has reduced the impact o f 

pharmaceutical sales representatives; however they are still u strong source o f information in the 

promotion o f drugs. It is still unresolved whether pharmaceutical promotion or detailing is a 

warranted or a redundant promotional activity (Smarts. 1904). Pharmaceutical promotion or 

detailing is a valuable, though not unique or entirely accurate source o f information for doctors 

providing them with useful product knowledge nhout drug toxicity, efficacy and cost to tin; 

patient, thus offering a more customized service and enhancing social welfare (I'im, 2000). In 

*c  pharmaceutical industry today, there has been a shift from the focus on ‘calls’ to one on 

^•ationships. Doctors and other customers like retail pharmacies and hospitals need to make 

l°ng-tcrm commitment to maintain brand relationships ns marketing o f brands provides updated
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quality, service and innovation (Smarta, 1994). (iivcn the increased importance o f long-term 

strategic relationships with both doctors ami retail outlets, pharmaceutical companies 

increasingly have to place greater emphasis on relationship management skills. These skills are 

present in individuals rather than being related to organization structures, roles or tasks hence 

key marketing personnel who arc able to acquire these skills become increasingly valuable us 

business assets. Fstablishing a relationship should be the outcome of a call and result from 

customer satisfaction.

Many doctors consider themselves immune to the power o f drug marketing. They arc scientists 

not influenced by marketing techniques, or so they believe (McCall. 1905).Yet again and again, u 

new drug-oflen presenting little advantage over previously available drugs along with a 

whopping price tag-comes into the market, accompanied by an advertising blitz, and within 

months becomes one o f  the top selling drugs (MoCall. 19951.

Kotlcr (1997) explains that companies can run the same advertising and promotion campaigns 

used in the home market or change them for each local market i.c. communication adaptation. 

Ronoh (2002) argues that modem marketing calls for more than developing a good product, 

pricing it attractively and making it accessible. He observes that companies must also 

communicate with present and potential stakeholders and the general public. Ferrell and Pride 

(1906) observe that promotion mixes arc methods o f communicating with target markets about 

the values contained in an offering. Promotion is used for a variety o f purposes and its 

symbolization aspects make a direct contribution to increasing the value o f an offering. In a 

study o f promotional mix elements within the multinational pharmaceutical companies in Kenya, 

Naikuni (2001) reported that personal selling was ranked the most important promotional tool by 

37.5% o f the respondents, followed by sales promotion with 21%, publicity ami public relations 

15%. direct marketing 14% and advertising 2.5% in that order.

According to llirschlcr (2003). one study o f 1000 doctors across Fngland showed that those who 

saw dmg industry representatives at least once a week were more likely to prescribe new drugs 

when an old one would do just us well. Bennet (1997) states that due to tire special characteristics 

of drugs, competition takes undesirable forms. In particular, because of the life saving nature of
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many drugs and the lact lhal patients do not pay for them directly in many countries, there is 

unlikely to he substantial price competition hut rather competition in product quality, innovation 

anJ brand awareness.

2.6 Sum m ary o f literature review
Marketing mix is the set o f  marketing tools that the firm uses to pursue its marketing objectives 

in the target market Marketing mix decisions must he made for influencing the trade channels as 

well as the final consumers (kotler 1989).Fach marketing tool is designed to deliver a customer 

benefit. The marketing concept holds that the key to achieving its organizational goals consist of 

the company being more effective than competitors in creating, delivering and communicating 

customer value to its chosen target markets (Churchill 1995) One key to marketing success is 

developing a consistent integrated marketing mix that satisfies the needs o f the target market 

better than competitors (William ct al 1995).'The concept o f  pharmaceutical marketing has gone 

through a process o f  evolution; subtle changes in the marketing concept and practice have 

fundamentally reshaped pharmaceutical marketing. The environmental changes have compelled 

all marketing professionals to look at different aspects o f the marketing mix inclusive o f pricing, 

promotion, distribution os well as product as essential elements in building brands (Smarta 

1994). The involvement o f  doctors as key decision makers is the reason that they arc the focus of 

most promotional efforts o f pharmaceutical companies (Gonul 2001) lie  also observes that in 

the marketing o f  prescription drugs there is an important distinction from the traditional 

marketing practices since the decision milker is the doctor, who chooses among an array o f drug 

alternatives, but it is the patient who takes the drug and ends up paying for the choices made by 

the doctor. The researcher therefore recognises the need to have a better understanding of the 

influence o f marketing mix on doctors’ choice o f prescription drugs.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH METIIODOI OCY

J.I Research design
A descriptive survey was conducted to establish the influence o f marketing mix on doctors' 

choice o f  prescription drugs in Nairobi. A descriptive survey was chosen because it would 

quantifiably characterise the extent to which marketing mix variables aflcct prescription drug 

decisions (Cooper and Schindler. 2003). In the current study only the key features o f the 

phenomenon were known, the descriptive study was necessary to generate detailed information 

regarding the key aspects in order to develop their profile.

3.2 Population
The population o f  interest for this study consisted of all registered prescribing medical doctors 

practising in Nairobi. ITie criteria for this selection was based on the fact that doctors in Nairobi 

arc more representative o f the general prescription patterns among doctors practising in Kenya. 

Nairobi being the largest town with the highest population o f doctors in the country. According 

to the Kenya medical directory of 2004-2005 Nairobi lias a total of 520 registered prescribing 

medical doctors. Tins excludes doctors who do not prescribe drugs to patients like radiologists 

and anaesthetists.

3.3 Sample and sampling design
A sample size o f  100 doctors was used in this study. This was fairly representative o f the 

doctors’ population in Nairobi. Misumi (2003) in a related study used a similar sample size. 

Convenience sampling was used to select the sample from prescribing doctors operating in 

Nairobi’s  low. medium and high income hospitals.

3.4 Data collection method
Primary data was collected using structured questionnaires, which were administered to the 

medical doctors using a drnp-and-pick later method. The questionnaire was divided into two 

sections. Section A consisted o f  the doctor’s personal information while section R dealt with 

marketing mix elements which influence a doctor’s choice o f  drug prescription.
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3.5 O perationalizing the m arketing m il variables
The marketing mix variables that were tested in this study included product, price, promotion 

and place. Operational dimensions o f  these variables are presented in appendix V A likert scale 

was used to determine the extent to which each dimension influenced doctors’ choice of 

prescription drugs.

3.6 Data analysts
Data was analysed using descriptive statistics. Frequencies and percentages were used to analyse 

data for section A and D o f  the questionnaire. The analysed data was presented on tables.
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

4.1 Introduction
This section presents an analysis o f  data collected After they were fillcd-in and returned, the 

questionnaires were edited and coded. All questionnaires returned by respondents were usable 

for data analysis. Fighty eight doctors out o f  a target o f one hundred responded. This represented 

a response rate of 88%.

4.2 Demographic characteristics of Respondents
In this section, data on the demographic profiles of respondents, that is their specialization, 

location o f  their clinics, number o r years in medical practice, their age bracket and gender was 

analysed using frequencies and percentages.

4.2.1 Specialization of Respondents

Medical specialization o f the respondents was as follows:

Table 4.2: Specialization

Specialization iFrequeno (n) Percent (%)
LiudiologiM X 9.1
1 v, Note and Throat tpecUIi*t I I ni) :x 31 X
General practitioner ((in) 4 4.5
Ciynitecoiogist 12 13.6
Oncologist 4 4.5
Paediatrician 24 27.3
liytfcuui 8 9.1
Total XX 100.0

From Table 4.2. it was observed that the highest number o f  respondents was Far, Nose and 

Throat specialists (31.8 %). followed by Paediatrician* (27 .' %) The lowest number comprised 

of General practitioners and oncologists (4.5 %) each.

4.2.2 Location of the respondent*' clinic

Location of clinic was where most of doctors were concentrated was tabulated as follows:
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T a h i r  4 .3 : L o c a tio n  o f  th e  re s p o n d e n t* ’ c lin ic

1 oealion o f  ( lim i F requency(n) Percent (% )
U va khan Hospital 12 15.6
r .* ■—  - - ■ 
*icrtn»i1c Hospital 4 4.5
PCeoytta National Hospital 36 40.9
M P Shall Hospital 12 13.6
Nairobi lloipita! 24 27.3

[Total NN toon

From Table 4 1. it can be observed that most o f  the respondents have their practice located at 

Kenvatta National Hospital (40.9 %). followed by Nairobi hospital (27.3 %). Gertrude hospital 

hod the least number o f respondents (4.5 %) despite being a paediatric hospital. litis can be 

attributed to the fact that there is no provision for private medical practise within the hospital

4.2J Number nf year* in practice

Doctors' period o f  experience in the medical profession was as follows:

Tahir 4.4: N um ber of y e a n  in practicr

[Years in Practice (Frequency(n) Percent (*/..)
Lin 4 45
11-15 1 24 27.3
p 5 60 68 2
[Total _______ 1_______ KX 100.0

Table 4.4 shows that most respondents had been practicing medicine for at least 15 years (68.2 

%) while a few had 6-10 years o f medical practice (4.5 %). A significant number o f respondents 

had between Hand 15 years of medical practice (27.3 % ).lhe results indicated that no 

respondent had less than 6 years o f experience as the target group was consulting doctors. This 

was attributed to the fact that to become a medical consultant, one must liovc a musters degree 

whose eligibility requires one to have practised medicine for :»t least two years aficr first degree. 

4.2.4 Arc bracket

The doctors* age bracket w as tabulated as fid lows:

Table 4.5: Age bracket

Aec Bracket Frequency (n» Percent (•/•)
PO-40 Years 16 11.2
81-50 Yean 40 45 5
PI-60 Years 28 31 8
:■ 60 Yi in 4 4.5
(Total HX 100.0
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f-’rom Tabic 4.5. it was observed that most o f the respondents belong to the age group o f 4 1 50 

years (45.5 %).There were s«’ few respondents above the age o f 60 years (4.5%).Thc ape group 

o f  5 1-60 years had a significant number o f respondents (3 1 8% ).

4.2.5 Gender

Gender o f  the respondents was as follows:

Table 4.6: G ender

[ien d rr TFrequency <") P ercen t <%)

dale 86 4
emote n  ___

ro o d M UMMl

From Table 4.6. it was observed that, most o f the respondents were mule (86.4%).Female 

respondents comprised only a very small percentage ( 13.6 %).

4 J  Influence of M arketing Mi* on the Doctor's Choice of Drug Prescription

4J.I Product Attributes

This section shows the extent to which the various attributes o f  the product influence the doctors' 

prescribing decision.

Table 4.7: Product A ttributes

Printncl Vltrihiitcs Very
important

Important 1 css
important

l^ast
important

Not at all 
important

—— 4
n % n % n % n % n %

Source o f medicine (Europe. Asia. Africa, 
local)

24 27 3% 36 40 9% 8 ♦.1% 8 V 1% 12 13.6%

_______I
Patient attitude towards the source of 
medicine

to IX 2«. 32 36 l*. 16 18 2*. K 9 1% 16 1X2*.

Patient compliance (IXwarc. compliance) Ml 68 2% 16 18 2*. 4 4 5*. - • • -
New innovations nr combinations of drugs 2* 31 X*. 44 50 0*. 12 13 6*. - - 4 4 5%
Easy to remember brand names 16 1X2*. 44 5<» o*. 16 182*. 8 'I 1% 4 4 5%
Quality of medicine package 16 182*. 28 31 8*. 20 22 7% 12 13 6% 12 13 6%
Form ot delivery of the medicine IK 54 28 31 8*. X 9 1*. • • • •
Supportive evidence of the efficacy of the 
medicine

XI 95 5*. 4 4 5% • • • • • *

Reputation o f the source of the medicine 60 68.2% 24 2? 3*. - • 4 s J*. - •

from Table 4.7. it is clear that majority o f  the respondents fell that the most important product 

attribute ns far as their prescription decision is concerned is the supportive evidence o f the
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efficacy o f the medicine (95.5%).The next important produci attributes arc patient compliance 

and reputation of the source o f medicine (68.2%). The product attributes which respondents felt 

were not important as far as their prescription choice decision is concerned include the patient 

altitude towards the source o f  medicine (18.2%). Source o f medicine (13.6%) and the quality of 

medicine package ((13.6%)).

4J.2 Price attributes

litis section shows the extent to which the various price attributes influence the prescription 

choice decision.

Table 4.8: Price attributes

Price Attribute* Very
important

Important Less
important

1 east 
important

Not at all 
Important

n % n % n % n
■

% n %

Price In relation to competing product* 4 4 5% tat 77 3% 8 9.1% 4 4 5% 4 4 s% j

Price o f the drug in relation to the 
severity of the indication

32 36 4*. 36 40 ‘f .

—

12 13.6% X V.l%

Patient busing power 36 4U.V*. 40 1' V . _L L 13 6". • • • •
Economic status o f the patients in your 
area of practice

Ift 18.2% 52 3V 1*. 20 22.7% • • •

From Table 4.8. one can make an observation that the most important price attribute is the 

patient buying power (40.9%) followed by the price o f tlic drug in relation to the severity o f the 

indication (16.4%).Thc other most important attribute is the economic status o f the patients in the 

respondent’s area o f practice (18.2%). The least important attribute as far as the prescription 

decision is concerned is the price o f  the medicine in relation to the competing products (4.5%).

4 J  J  Place attributes

This section indicates the extent to which the various place attributes influence the prescription 

choice decision.
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Table 4.9: Place attributes

Plare Attribute* Very
important

Important 1 CM
Important

least
important

Not at all 
important

n % n % n % " n "• J
Medicine availability tn 
pharmacies approved by 
insurer*

12 1.16% IN 54 »% 4 l*%

_ _ _

N 9.1% 16 in ;%

Y««rr personal relationship 
with the company setting the 
medicine

• • 20 22 7% 12 H6% 16 IN 2% to 45.5%

Availability o f  the medicine 
in hospital formularies

12 1 «o% 2* 11 M% 21 27 V . N 9 1% 16 IN 2%

Sponsorship of medical 
conferences by the company

* 9.1". 2* 11 N% . 12 1.1 6% in 45.5%

Sponsorship for free medical 
camps by the company

x 9.1% 24 27 V . 4 1.5% N 9 1". 40 45.5%

the local agent representing 
the principle company____

12 I t 6% 16 IN 2*. 16 IN 2% 12 1 1 <.% 12 16 4".
^ J

From Tabic 4,9. it was clearly observed that the most important place attributes include medicine 

availability in the pharmacies approved by insurers, availability o r tin: medicine in hospital 

formularies and the local agent representing the principle company (13.6%). Most respondents 

fell that their personal relationship with the company selling the medicine, sponsorship of 

medical conferences by the company and the sponsorship for free medical camps by tl»e 

company are not important as far os their prescription choice decision is concerned (45.5%).

4_3.4 P rom otion  attribu te*

This section shows the extent to wliich the various promotional attributes influence the 

prescription choice decision.

Table 4.10: Promotion attributes

Promotion Mtrlhutc* Very
important

Important Less
int|>o riant

Least
Important

Not at all 
Important

n % a % n % n % n •/.

1 xpcriencc w itli tlic medicine through 
samples given for puticntv

12 13 It 50 0% 24 27 V*. 1 4 5% 4 4.5%

Information from medical 
representative

24 27 1% v> 40 9% 20 22.7% 4 4.5% 4 4 5%

Constant reminders about the 
medicine

4 45% 40 15.3% 2N 11 8% g 9.1% X 91%

Knowledgeable medical representative 2N II ft*. 16 40.9% 20 22 7". • 4 4 5%— ... i.
Sincere medical representative 
p* mentation

12 16 1% It i s b i f . 8 9 1% I 1 4 5%
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Medical literature jhout the medicine 
1 ducat ion programme about the 
medicine (CMP)

4M 45 5*. 2* J l  I f . x ■J IS • •
24 27 J S JA l o v . 4 4 > . * •

fellow doctor'* rrcornmendatiom I I 13,6*. IX si s*. X 4. I S 12 13 A S X « I S

Fecting the prescription

decision is the medical literuturc about the medicine (95.5* The second most imporlnnl 

promotion attribute is a sincere medical sales representative presentation (27.3%). I lie 

respondents felt that constant reminders about the medicine!'>.1%) and Fellow doctor's 

recommendations least affected their choice o f prescription mcdicine(9.l%).

4J.5  Marketing Mis Element* in General

This section outlines lire most critical marketing mix element as fur us tire choice o f prescription 

medicine by doctors is concerned.

Table 4.11: M arketing Mix F.lemenfs

Marketing Mi* Hctnrnt* Very
important

Important less
important

l.eaxt
important

Not at all 
important

n % n % n % n % n %

Product IX M J S 3A III V, 4 4 5** ♦ • •
Pm c 3A 40 V . IX 54 x s 4 I M S - - • -
Place X 9 IS 24 27.3% 32 36.4% 12 13 AS 12 13 AS
Promotion 24 27.VS 5A AV.6% 4 1 4.5% 4 1 s% • •

From Table 4 .11, it can be clearly observed that in general the dem ent o f the marketing mix with 

tire most significant influence as far as the prescription decision is concerned is the product 

(54.5%). Price is the second element o f the marketing mix as far as the level of importance in 

prescription decision is concerned (40.9%). I he aspect o f the marketing mix with the least 

impact on the choice o f prescription drugs is the place element (9.1%).

4.4 Relationship between M arketing Mix Variables
This section determines the extent to which one element o f the marketing mix influences live

other.

Table 4.12: Correlation between M arketing Mix V ariables

PromotionPlaceMarketing M it Product

Product

Promotion
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l-rom Table 4.12. it can be observed that there is a high correlation between product and place 

(0.540).This shows that you need n good product available at the right place lor it to influence 

the choice o f prescription drugs. The correlation between price and place is not very high 

(0.307). while that between product and promotion (0.269). place and promotion (0.235) and 

price and product (0.183). are all not very significant hence not relevant. The very low 

correlation between price and promotion (0.135) implies that a very aggressive promotional 

activity reduces the price sensitivity o f the doctors. Ihis implies that the doctor s price sensitivity 

is only influenced to a small extent by the level ol promotion
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CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSIONS. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Introduction
The study intended to determine the influence of marketing mix on tl»c doctor’s choice of 

prescription drugs in Nairobi.ln the literature review, the marketing mix was found to constitute 

the elements o f product, price, place and promotion. All tl»e elements were seen to he influential 

as fur as the prescription choice decision is concerned. The aim o f the study was to confirm the 

extent to which each o f the marketing mix elements influenced the prescription decision and also 

to determine the most critical elements as far as the prescription choice decision is concerned.

5.2 Discussion
I mm the results, it was observed that the marketing mix was indeed an important aspect as far 

as its influence on the doctors’ choice o f prescription drugs is concerned. This confirmed the 

observation made by Smnria (1994) that the pharmaceutical firms also apply the marketing mix 

concept, to market their products to the end users by combining the marketing mix elements in 

an almost infinite number o f wuys to achieve the desired end results.

Majority o f the doctors felt that the supportive evidence of the efficacy o f tin; product and higher 

pulient dosage compliance were very crucial product aspects to consider while making the 

prescription choice decision. This confirmed the observation made by Smartu (1994) that due to 

the high level o f competition, companies have had to come up with some innovations including 

the development o f timed release drugs, sustained release technology, ns well as change of 

intravenous manufacturing from glass bottles to polypropylene bottles. Ihcsc improvements arc 

meant to improve both the efficacy and the patient dosage compliance levels.Doctors also felt 

that easy to remember brand names and the quality of medicine package played a very 

insignificant role as far as their prescription choice decisions are concerned This contradicted an 

observation made by Stanton <?/<;/( 1994) that each brawl must be treated as a separate product 

such that Kodak colour film and Fuji colour film are different products just like Squibb’s aspirin 

and Haver’s aspirin arc separate products, und that any change in a feature however minor.
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creates another product. Stanton ct al (1994) argue that each such change provides the seller with 

an opportunity to use a new set of appeals to reach what essentially may be a new market

Most doctors noted thut the most important aspect or the price attribute determining their choice 

o f prescription drugs is the patients busing power, t his confirms the observation made b\ (ionul 

(2001) that in the pharmaceutical industry, the doctor can infer it patient’s willingness and ability 

to pay a higher price from either the type of insurance held or other cues revealed during the 

discussion with the patient Most doctors noted that the price o f  the drug in relation to the 

competing products is least significant in affecting the prescription decision. Mils confirms the 

observation made by Smarts (1994) that patients' potential difficulty in making price 

comparisons with other drugs after a prescription is written and filled could dampen the price 

sensitivity exhibited by a doctor who wants to demonstrate goodwill to the patient, and it thus 

might be sufficient to make the patients believe that their price concerns have been addressed in 

the best possible way given their condition.

The availability o f drugs in pharmacies approved by insurers as well as in hospital formularies 

was seen by majority o f  the doctors as a very important aspect influencing their choice of 

prescription drugs. This is in agreement with an observation made by Gonul (2001) that the 

presence o f  a good distribution network enables products to penetrate w idely into the market and 

that due to the nature o f marketing activities of prescription drug marketers they regard the 

doctor as their customer since he is the one who makes the choice on behalf o f the patient. 

Sponsorship o f  medical conferences and free medical camps by the companies promoting the 

drugs were not influential aspects in the prescription choice decision, litis contradicts an 

observation made by Fim (2000) that its competition becomes more intense; consultancies such 

as Price Waterhouse Coopers are teaching pharmaceutical companies to build relationships with 

doctors.

Most doctors observed that the medical literature about the dmgs and a sincere medical 

representative presentation are very important aspects which influence the choice o f the 

prescription drug. This confirms an observation made by I im (2000) lhat pharmaceutical 

promotion or detailing is a valuable, though not unique or entirely accurate source o f information
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for doctors providing them with useful product knowledge about drug toxicity, efficacy, and com 

to the patient. The doctors however felt that very frequent reminders by medical representatives 

were not a very significant aspect in inllucncing their choice o f  prescription drugs. This is in line 

with findings made by McCall (1995) that many doctors consider themselves immune to the 

power o f drug marketing, since they are scientists not influenced hy marketing techniques, or so 

they believe The aspect however contradicts an observation made by Gonul C M  I ) that doctors 

retrieve drug alternatives from memory before writing a prescription, this makes it even more 

important for pharmaceutical sales representative to engage in reminder promotion, which 

requires them to 'c a lf  on the doctors regularly.

In general, it is clear that as far as the doctors* prescription choice decision is concerned, the 

most critical marketing mix element is the product An observation hy Maker (1*192) that tl*c idea 

o f  ‘product* as potential customer satisfaction or benefits and thut the basic point about any 

product is that it is a bundle of attributes explains why majority o f the doctors feel that the 

product element is a very import aspect in their prescription choice decision. Vinnyak (2001) 

also observed that the product has always remained the key component o f  marketing mix. A 

good number o f doctors also feel that the price element is relatively important aspect in their 

prescription decision. Gonul (2001) made an observation that like in any other industry, 

companies hoping to remain competitive and he considered for any proposal will always set 

market-determined prices. Companies that set their prices for maximum profits and maximum 

sales must ensure that they have the ability to differentiate their products so as to reduce the price 

sensitivity o f the consumers. Majority of the doctors felt that the place element o f the marketing 

mix has the least influence on their choice o f prescription drugs. I o some extent, this concurs 

with on observation made by Kotlcr (1997) that most multinationals think their job is done once 

the product leaves their factory; he urges them to pay more attention to how the product moves 

within the market.

The study also shows that there is a very high correlation between the elements o f product and 

place. This basically means that the prescription choice decision o f  the doctors is highly 

influenced to prescribing good products which arc available in the right places like insurance 

oppmved pharmacies or hospital formularies. This also implies that there arc certain instances in
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which doctors fail to prescribe certain products which would be the best for certain indications 

and instead settle for less effective products just because they are available in hospital 

formularies or in pharmacies approved by insurers. There is a very low correlation between price 

and promotion elements o f  tire marketing mix. This implies that intense promotional activities 

have a lower tendency o f  reducing the price sensitivity o f the doctors. A similar observation was 

made by (ionul (2001) who noted that intense personal detailing to doctors by prescription drug 

marketers is a time-honoured practice which similar to advertising, is both n market power lord 

and an information source, with a decreasing impact on the doctors price sensitivity.

5 J  Conclusion
From the results above, it is clear that the marketing mix elements play a very important role in 

the prescription choice decision. F.vcn though all the elements ore important in the choice 

decision, some elements arc more important than others. The product element is extremely 

important since the doctors need to he certain that the drugs they prescribe to their patients arc 

effective. D ie only way to he sure that the drug is effective is through studying all die avnilublc 

supportive evidence o f  the efficacy o f the product. Most o f the supportive evidence is found in 

medical journals, medical symposia and literature provided by companies promoting the drugs. 

Some products arc very effective hut only i f  the patients take them according to the 

recommended dosage. This is more so with antibiotics where patients must strictly comply with 

the dosage since any alteration renders the drug ineffective and may as well result into 

development o f resistance.

The patients* purchasing power is also a crucial aspect influencing the doctor's prescription 

choice decision. This is due to the fact that even if the doctor prescribed the most effective drug, 

unless the patient is willing and able to purchase the same, the whole treatment process would be 

null and void. For the pulient to fully benefit from the treutment process, the right drug at the 

correct price must be available in the pharmacies which are approved by the insurers as well as 

in the hospital formularies. This is especially so for the patients with medical covers since the 

insurance companies only deal with specific pharmacies and hospitals .This is also significant 

since some hospitals require their doctors to only prescribe only those drugs that are included in 

their formularies
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Medical literature about the prescription drugs are a very important source o f information lor 

doctors. Most o f  the medical information is provided by the drug marketers through their 

interaction with the doctors in the form o f medical journals, clinical papers and ease studies. It’s 

important to acknowledge the fact that the doctors arc usually busy with patients both in their 

clinics as well as the hospitals, lire) rarely even gel time to attend medical symposia, 

conferences or even continuous medical education This implies that doctors largely depend on 

drug marketers to access new scientific information. It is only through this kind o f new 

information that doctors can embrace the current treatment meihods available.

5.4 Recommendations
For pharmaceutical companies to succeed in selling their prescription drags, they need to 

understand the extent to which each o f the marketing mix elements influence the prescription 

choice decision so that they can adopt strategics which allow tlrcm position their drugs us n 

products o f choice.

According to the results in this study, pharmaceutical companies need to improve lire quality of 

their products as well as provide doctors with as much as possible information regarding the 

efficacy o f their drags. The dose regimen, presentation ami composition o f  the drug that they 

come up with should he able to enhance the patient drag compliance. This requires the drug to be 

easily administered, be palalublc and have a simple dosage " f  once or twice a dny in order to 

improve the chances o f the patient completing the dose.

Companies must also accept that it is not enough to just hav e a good product at the right price 

but the product must also be available in the places it is most required for it to feature on the 

doctors* priority list o f  prescription drugs. They must put more emphasis to ensure that their 

drags arc included in hospital formularies as well as in all the insurance approved pharmaceutical 

outlets.

11k  concept o f  pharmaceutical promotion is capable to have on effect on the other elements o f 

the mix. The study has clearly shown that promotion has very little influence on the doctors' 

price sensitivity, fins is one indicator that the pharmaceutical companies should concentrate on

i
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other marketing mix elements like improved products which arc available in the right places at 

the right price.

I.imitations of thr study

Considering that it is difficult to have a perfect research situation, it is important to note that this 

research had some limitations. The study was conducted in Nairobi. The influence ol the 

marketing mix on doctors in Nairobi may dilTer from those in the rural areas. As a result o f such 

differences, results may not he generalized.

Suggestion* for further research

This study was broad and dealt with all the marketing mix elements in general and how they 

influence the choice decision when they arc in play as a mix. future studies could he carried out 

on each element o f the marketing mix to determine the extent to which each of them influences 

the choice decision on its own. A study can also be carried out to determine whether Utcrc are 

some unique elements which influence a given speciality o f d o lo rs  more than others.

Research can also be carried out to determine whether there arc other factors which have an 

influence on the doctors* choice o f prescription drugs and their extent of influence in relation to 

the marketing mix elements.
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a p p e n d ic e s

Appendix 1: Letter to thr respondent*
University of Nairobi 

Faculty of commerce 

School of Business 

P .0  BOX 30197 

Nairobi

8''’ August 2006

Dear respondent,

COLLECTION OF SURVEY DATA
I am a  postgraduate student at the University of Nairobi, at the school of business studies In 

order to fulfil the degree requirement. I am undertaking a management research project on 

marketing mix elements effect on doctors' choice of prescription drugs The study is titled;

*The influence of marketing mix on doctors' choice of prescription drugs in Nairobi’

You have been selected to form part of this study This is therefore to kindly request you to 

assist me collect the data by filling out the accompanying questionnaire, which I will collect from 

your premises The information provided will be used exclusively for academic purposes My 

supervisor and I assure you that the information you give will be treated with strict confidence 

At no time will you appear in my report The findings of this research can be availed to you upon 

completion of the research on request In case of any queries pertaining to this project, please 

do not hesitate to call me on 0733-742951 or 020- 537673

Jackson Glchohi Mwangi 

Candidate

Margaret Ombok 

Supervisor
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Appendix 2: Q uestionnaire
The questionnaire below has two parts. Section A is aimed at giving a general background of 

your practice Section B deals with the aspects of the marketing mix which may influence the 

choice of prescnption drugs by doctors 

Section A

1 What is your name (optional) —--------------------------------------------

2 What is your area of specialisation----------------------------------------

3. What is the location of your practice — ---------------------------------

4 How long have you been practising medicine

(i) <5 years l 1

(ii) 6-10 years I )

(iii) 11-15 years I )

(iv) > 15 years [ ]

5. Please tick the age bracket in which you fall

(i) 30-40 years { )

(ii) 41-50 years J ]

(iii) 51-60 years [ )

(iv) > 60 years f )

6. What is your gender?

(i) Male ( ]

(ii) Female [ ]

Section B
1 Please indicate the extent to which the following statements influence your choice of 

prescription drugs for your pationts

Very
Important

Product
Source of medicine

5

(Europe. Asia. Africa, Local) ( )

Patient attitude towards the
Source of medicine [ l

Patient compliance
(Dosage, compliance) ( )

Important
4

less least not at all 
Important Important Important

3 2 1

[ l ! ) I 1 ( )

[ l ( ) l ) l 1

( ) ( ] [ ) ( 1
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New innovations or combinations
of drugs l ] ( ) ( ] l 1 1 1

Easy to remember brand names I ) ( 1 [ I [ ] [ )

Quality of medicino package I 1 [ ) [ ) l 1 ' ( )

Form of delivery of the 
medicine 1 ) ( 1 ( ) I 1 l )

Supportive evidence of the efficacy 
of the medicine I 1 l 1 [ ) [ 1 ( 1

Reputation of the source of medicine l ] ( ] ( 1 ( ) [ )

Price
Price in relation to competing products [ 1 [ ) l 1 [ ) I I

Price of the drug in relation to the 
Seventy of the indication, expected 
Response and desired efficacy l J ( 1 [ 1 [ 1 [ )

Patient buying power l ] ( ) [ ) 1 1 ( I

Economic status of the patients 
in your area of practice

( ] [ I ( 1 ( 1 ( )

Place

Medicine availability in pharmacies 
Approved by insurers

[ ) l ) 1 ) I ] ( 1

Your personal relationship with 
the company selling the medicine t J ( ) [ ) I 1 ( )

Availability of the medicine in 
Hospital formularies I 1 l 1 l 1 ( 1 ( )

Sponsorship of medical conferences 
by the company I ] l 1 [ 1 [ ] [ 1

Sponsorship for free medical camps
by the company promoting the medicine ( J [ )

The local agent (importer/distributor)
representing the principle company J ] ( 1

[ ] l 1 I 1

[ ] I 1 l 1
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Prom otion

Experience with the medicine (brand) 
through samples given for patients ( J

Information from medical representative [ )

Constant reminders about the 
medicine l )

Knowledgeable medical 
representative on the medicine 
presented to you I 1

Sincere medical representative 
presentation [ ]

Medical literature about the medicine | )
Education programme about
the medicine (CME) ( 1

Fellow doctors recommendations [ ]

[ ) l 1 I I ( 1 

[ ] I ) 1 1  1)

I )  ( I I I  l 1

l ] [ ] [ ] ( ]

[ ) l ) I 1 I I

I 1 l ) ( )  l J

[ ] l 1 l ) l J

[ ] [ ) [ ] [ )

Thank you for taking time to respond to this questionnaire.
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Appendix 3: O p e ra t io n a l  Dimensions

D im ensions of 

the:

Extended

D efin itions

Relevant Issues Q uestions

To w hat extent do the  fo llow ing  

issues affect your choice of 

p rescrip tion  drugs

P roduct

Quality Brand name Ease of remembrance Easy to remember brand name 

Loyally to specific drugs used 
successfully for a long duration

Efficacy of the 

Product

Response rates Is the drug effective in the particular 

indication

Innovations/

Combinations

New or combinations o f drugs

-

Experience of the drugs from 

samples given previously

Origin Europe/USA

Asia
lo ca lly  manufactured

Where is the drug 
manufactured

Source of the medicine 
Patient attitude towards the source 

o f the medicine 

Reputation of the source

Packaging carton parked 

Blister packs 
Loose packs 

Bottle packs

How well is the drug 

packed

Quality of the medicine package

Form of delivery 

o f the medicine

Tablets

Capsules

Syrups

Gel

Ease of administration 

Dose compliance

Can the drug be easily taken 

Will the patient comply with the 
dose regimen

Labellmg/Package
Insert

Indications/Side

effects

Supportive evidence 
on efficacy of the drug 
Is co-admmistralion 

with other drugs 

possible

Is the label/insert informative 

Can the drug be given with 

other relevant drugs

Place/

D is tribu tion

—

Point o f need Hospital formularies 
Hospital pharmacies

Is the drug listed In the formulary 
Is the drug available in the hospital 

pharmacy?

— Outlets W holesale pharmacy 

Retail pharmacy

The local agent representing the 

principal com pany_________
O  a m i  Aconvenience Accessible by patients Is the drug available in pharmacies 

approved byinsurers

Price

.
Competitive In relation to How is the drug priced relative to
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competition competition

Perception of value 

Product Benefit 

Buying power

Reasonable pnce 
Price sensitivity 

Practice locality

How is the drug priced in relation to 

the indication, expected response 

and the efficacy desired 

Highly priced drug as a signal of 

quality

Is llie  patient covered by insurance 
or paying out of pocket 

How well off economically are the 
patients in your location of practice

rromouon Advertising Information on current 

modes of therapy 

Reminder promotion 
Advertising blitz

Does the advertising literature 

provide information on current 

modes o f therapy 
Constant reminder promotion 

Product launch with pomp and 
advertising blitz

Personal Selling Direct presentation 
Persuasion/branding

Detailing by knowledgeable medical 

representatives

Level o f persuasion and 

relationships buikl by the 

representative
Sales Promotion Demand stimulation 

Sampling activity
Request for prescription support by 

representatives Sampling activity 

and related gifts by medical 
representatives

Publicity General Awareness Reference about a given drug from 

fellow doctors
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